
Milk Bar™ Revolution Snap On Nipple

Product Code: 900700
A highly engineered nipple to prevent the digestive problems
caused by traditional, fast feeding systems.
Five slits, positioned on a circle, control the milk flow to protect
calves from the effects of fast feeding.
Controlled milk flow reduces digestive stress and nutritional
diarrhoea.
The advanced feeding technology ensures calves produce
maximum saliva to boost immunity.
The suckling instinct is satisfied, and the problem of cross suckling
is almost eliminated.
The nipple snaps onto any typical bottle and the unique, natural
rubber formulation grips the bottle, so nipples stay securely on.
A well placed, leak-proof breather hole stops bottles sucking in.

How to use

It is important for calf health that milk is delivered at the right speed to optimise digestive health and
performance.
As a teat ages, the rubber becomes softer and milk flow increases.  As a calf approaches weaning the
more developed digestive system can manage this slightly increased flow but for young calves, a faster
flow impacts health and can result in cross suckling and nutritional scours.
Use the Milk Bar™ Revolution snap on nipple for approximatly 8 - 10 weeks.  The first sign that the nipple
needs to be replaced is post feeding hyperactivity, as soon as you see calves suckling on their gates after
feeding, you know the nipple is feeding to fast and it is time to change them.

Cleaning

Milk is a difficult substance to clean off of surfaces.  You need hot water to remove the fat, but the heat
can bake the protein onto the surface.  Using warm water to get rid of the protein leaves a film of fat.
When fats and proteins stick to the surface of equipment, they form a biofilm, a nutrient-rich layer in
which bacteria grow.
The biofilm protects bacteria from the cleaning process and results in equipment that appears clean but
has bacteria on the surface.  The cleaning process not only needs to remove fat and protein from
surfaces but prevent the formation of a biofilm.

Made from renewable, high quality natural rubber, Milk Bar™ Teats are kinder to the environment.
Natural rubber absorbs the milk fat and protein which can cause the teats to become softer and start to
drip.  The milk flow can become faster, decreasing calf performance.
Recommended cleaning: Use Milk Bar™ Detergent, a dishwashing detergent, or any other non-chlorine/
chloride dairy detergent twice a week.  Important! Chlorine/chloride based dairy detergents degrade



natural rubber which reduces teat performance and voids any warranty.

Rinse your teats with water.
Use a gentle detergent, following the manufacturer's instructions.  Do not use Chlorine/chloride based
dairy detergents!
Using a brush, lightly scrub the outside of the teats making sure to bend the teats.  By bending the teats,
any milk gets pushed back inside the feeder so the detergent can make contact with the inside of the
teat wall.
Rinse clean.

FAQs

Milk Bar™ Revolution snap on nipples are available as singles and come in packs of 100 pieces.

All Milk Bar Teats are made from a natural rubber with no synthetic or oil based rubber.
NZ Pat Appln 781124 PCT Patent Application PCT/NZ2022/050096 International Patents pending.

Want to see how the Milk Bar ™ Revolution snap on nipple could aid with digestive health? Watch the
video below!


